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Project - Rock Band
Design a web page for a fictitious rock n' roll band.
Your page should include:







Custom graphics (background, dividers, etc.)
Frames (one for links, the other for content)
Graphical buttons with JavaScript Rollover Effect
List (ordered or unordered)
Table
Picture Gallery including clickable thumbnails

Suggested Format:

Setting up the Frames
Note: This file will contain only the frameset definitions.
Name this file: index.html (this is important)
Setting up the Button Hyperlinks
Note: This file will contain only hyperlinks (with target= tags).
Name this file: menu.html

Introduction
Graphic of band (Internet or scanner), band logo, misc. information
Name this file: intro.html
Members
Include their names, instrument(s) played, songs they sing lead on, and personal information such as date of
birth.
Name this file: members.html
Albums
Include at least three albums with a small picture of each cover as well as the songs on that album.
Name this file: albums.html
Lyrics
Include the lyrics to several of the band's songs.
Use discretion with lyrics !
Name this file: lyrics.html
Reviews
Include album or concert reviews. If you use reviews from a magazine or newspaper, be sure to site your
source and give credit to the writer
Name this file: reviews.html
Concerts
Include such information as date, time, location, price range, etc.
Name this file: concerts.html
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Rock Band Website
Learning Outcomes
Communication Technology Skills

B2. apply a design process or other problem-solving processes or strategies to meet a range of challenges
in communications technology;
B3. create productions that demonstrate competence in the application of creative and technical skills
and incorporate current standards, processes, formats, and technologies.

Academic Honesty
____________________________________________
Name

______________________
Date

__________________

The work I am submitting is completely my own creation
and has not been copied from anyone else's work. If I
have received help on this project, the names of those
who have assisted are listed on the back of this sheet.

Class

_____________________________________________
Signature
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Layout
 The format of each page is consistent with the others
 The project is logically divided into sub-pages
 The information on each page is laid out in an attractive and efficient manner
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Text
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Navigation
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Each page contains at least one image
There are no broken images
Image sizes are appropriate (relative to the rest of the page layout)
Image background color is the same as the page background color
Appropriate background colors or graphics have been selected

Advanced
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Website can easily be navigated
There are no broken links
Links are appropriately labeled
Link colors and/or effects are esthetically pleasing
Graphical links have border="0"

Graphics and Color
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The text is easy to read
Appropriate font, sizes, colors and effects have been used
Spelling and grammar are correct
Text is laid out effectively
Lists (bulleted or numbered) are used when appropriate
Line spacing is used effectively
Special characters are used when required (ie. © instead of (C) )

Graphical links are used (instead of just text)
JavaScript is used (ie. button roll-over effect)
Tables are used when appropriate
Frames are used
Picture galleries including thumbnails are used
CSS is used
Flash is embedded
Videos (YouTube) are embedded

HTML Code






HTML tags are lowercase
HTML code is laid out so that it can be easily read (ie. spacing, indenting)
HTML code is commented where appropriate
All files (html and images) are named appropriately
Website is broken up appropriately into subfolders (ie. graphics, downloads)

Level 1 - Limited ability to meet standard and limited effectiveness
Level 2 - Some ability demonstrated and moderately effective
Level 3 - Considerable ability demonstrated, considerable clarity or accuracy
Level 4 - Thorough, high degree of skill demonstrated, insightful, highly accurate
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